IV. The Pin-Feather Ego
Worthless cargo. But the Fellowship falls heir to it not so much in the
refugees from Education as those who come to Taliesin after four, five, or
six years of fairly successful college life. These 'degree* men, even more
than those who break with college,, come to us with a habituated mind
and a tightly strung nervous system to boot. Characteristic always is pre-
mature (which is immature) criticism. On a moment's notice, categorical
wisdom! The premise and the thesis. Always the stock-and-shop point of
view. Disjecta membra on every subject ever catalogued. The damage thus
done to Youth by the classroom authority is incalculable. This type is the
Expert in embryo.
It is living what life it has on information but never really able to learn.
Young men living the vicarious life of the devotee vicar, they are the
individuals who try to escape the herd by herding.
By way of the mere association of ideas we call wishful thinking, it is
easy for most of us to make ourselves believe what we want to believe.
For the young man educated far beyond his capacity, it is possible to erect
a complete synthetic 'ivory tower' and live there in it if his experience
stands still long enough to allow him to get into it. But in certain circum-
stances in Urbania such intellectualism does stand up. I have seen it so
stand, as potato sprouts do on potatoes in a dark cellar. This vicarious
character is a prematurity and eventually an utter emasculation of soul
where the manly ego should be. It is the result of Education that is
destined and designed to die on the vine. 'Designed mis-education/ But
meantime it has occasionally been a Fellowship stumbling block. Time,
often months, sometimes years, must be given the victim in which to
relax before he becomes sufficiently receptive either to perceive or acknow-
ledge the mastery he would meantime subconsciously emulate. Nothing
can be put into hands self-conscious nervous tension has shut so tight.
When the hands are open, palms upward, voluntarily held out together
in the dignity of true humility, then is the time to give without fear of
wasting the giver and what is given.
V. The Ever Womanly
The woman always wins.
This, the Eternal Feminine, is a Fellowship problem of no mean dimen-
sions: the one we have not yet solved and may never solve so long as we
hold to our co-educational ideal. The woman always wins. This is her
civilization, her day, and her hour. When left to her choice in our
country she dresses her figure to emulate the broadshouldered style of the
male, and her sons grow more and more to resemble the silhouettes of her
own figure. The figures of the sons of their mothers and the daughters of
their fathers are thus growing more and more to resenxble each other,
and they trade characteristics with disconcerting, increasing frequency.
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